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Knoppix Hacks: Tips and Tools for Using the Linux Live CD to Hack, Repair, and Enjoy Your PCMake Books, 2007
If you think Knoppix is just a Linux demo disk, think again. Klaus Knopper created an entire Linux distribution on a bootable CD (and now a DVD) so he could use his favorite open source tools on any computer. This book includes a collection of tips and techniques for using the enormous amount of software Knoppix offers-not just to work and play,...
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Beginning Blender: Open Source 3D Modeling, Animation, and Game DesignApress, 2010

	A new world of creative possibilities is opened by Blender, the most popular and powerful open source 3D and animation tool. Blender is not just free software; it is also an important professional tool used in animated shorts, television commercials, and shows, as well as in production for films like Spiderman 2. Lance...
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IPv6 in Practice: A Unixer's Guide to the Next Generation InternetSpringer, 2006
Handling IPv6 for the first time is a challenging task even for the experienced system administrator. New concepts and mechanisms make it necessary to rethink well-established methods of the IPv4 protocol.

This book is a practical guide to IPv6 addressing Unix and network administrators with experience in TCP/IP(v4) but not necessarily...
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Ubuntu for Non-Geeks, 2nd Edition: A Pain-Free, Project-Based, Get-Things-Done GuidebookNo Starch Press, 2007
What people are saying about Ubuntu Linux for  Non-Geeks
  "No Starch Press has been on a roll with its Linux books lately, and  Rickford Grant's Ubuntu Linux for Non-Geeks keeps the momentum going  . . . Highly recommended." -- PC World, September 27, 2006

 "Could transform you into a 'penguinista'...
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Scientific Data Analysis using Jython Scripting and Java (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010

	Over the course of the past twenty years I have learned many things relevant to
	this book while working in high-energy physics. As everyone in this field in the
	yearly to mid-90s, I was analyzing experimental data collected by particle colliders
	using the FORTRAN programming language. Then, gradually, I moved to C++
	coding following...
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Linux: The Complete Reference, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The Linux operating system has become one of the major operating systems in use today, bringing to the PC all the power and flexibility of a Unix workstation as well as a complete set of Internet applications and a fully functional desktop interface. This book is designed not only to be a complete reference on Linux, but also to provide clear and...
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BackTrack 5 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 80 recipes to execute many of the best known and little known penetration testing aspects of BackTrack 5

	
		Learn to perform penetration tests with BackTrack 5
	
		Nearly 100 recipes designed to teach penetration testing principles and build knowledge of BackTrack 5 Tools
	
		Provides detailed...
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Managing Projects with GNU Make (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 2004

	Managing Projects with GNU make, 3rd Edition provides guidelines on meeting the needs of large, modern projects. This edition focuses on the GNU version of make, which has deservedly become the industry standard. GNU's powerful extensions are explored in this book, including a number of interesting advanced topics such as portability,...
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The GNU Make BookNo Starch Press, 2015

	
		GNU make is the most widely used build automation tool, but it can be challenging to master and its terse language can be tough to parse for even experienced programmers. Those who run into difficulties face a long, involved struggle, often leaving unsolved problems behind and GNU make's vast potential untapped.

	...
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Building job sites with Joomla!Packt Publishing, 2010

	This will be a step-by-step tutorial - a workbook with practical approach. The book starts by looking at the important features that make a professional job site: adding and managing jobs, jobseekers and employers, providing online recruitment services, selling credits and managing credit system, SEO to drive huge traffic to your job site,...
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Tuning and Customizing a Linux SystemApress, 2002
	Includes complete instructions and resources for duplicating and customizing  the material in the book  
	Delves into the latest versions of three popular Linux distributions: Red  Hat, Slackware, and Devian GNU/Linux  
	Features three usable, real-world case studies: a home user desktop system,  a corporate...
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Linear Programming and Algorithms for Communication Networks: A Practical Guide to Network Design, Control, and ManagementCRC Press, 2012

	
		Explaining how to apply to mathematical programming to network design and control, Linear Programming and Algorithms for Communication Networks: A Practical Guide to Network Design, Control, and Management fills the gap between mathematical programming theory and its implementation in communication networks. From the...
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